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OVERVIEW

The Public Sector Transformation Awards Celebrations is an annual platform 
where we recognise public officers and agencies for service, innovation 
and organisational excellence. We will be recognising public officers and 
agencies across 12 different award categories.
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ONE PUBLIC
SERVICE AWARD



ONE PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
OPEN ELECTRICITY MARKET
Energy Market Authority, Ministry of Trade and Industry, 
Ministry of Communications and Information, People’s Association 
and Ministry of Finance

The Open Electricity Market (OEM) allowed 1.4 million accounts, mainly households, to 
enjoy choice and flexibility in their electricity purchases as they were no longer limited 
to purchasing electricity from SP Group. Consumers could benefit from innovative price 
plans and product offerings by different retailers.

To provide a positive consumer experience, the Energy Market Authority collaborated 
with Ministry of Trade and Industry, People’s Association, Ministry of Communications 
and Information and Ministry of Finance to:

• Educate consumers about OEM;

• Enhance the consumer protection framework; and

• Simplify the process of switching to buy electricity from the open market.

The agencies developed a comprehensive citizen-centric public communications and 
education campaign, which comprised more than 40 community events, briefings and 
roadshows to engage citizens directly, and also equipped the Grassroots Advisors, 
Constituency Directors, Citizen Consultative Committees, and key grassroots leaders 
with materials to reach out to their residents. 

The highly collaborative effort resulted in a significant switch rate of more than 40% of 
households buying electricity from retailers for the first time, and 98% of the surveyed 
consumers were highly satisfied with the switch.



ONE PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
GOVERNMENT DATA ARCHITECTURE
Smart Nation and Digital Government Office, Singapore Department of 
Statistics, Government Technology Agency and Singapore Land Authority

Prior to the implementation of the Government Data Architecture (GDA):

• It was difficult for public agencies to discover what data was available and where it 
could be found; and

• Data were of poor quality and required a lot of resources to understand and clean 
before it could be used.

The GDA significantly improved how data was organised in the Government which would 
enable:

• The seamless and secure flow and usage of data across public agencies; and

• High quality core data to be shared across agencies within 7 working days of the 
submission of a data request, compared to 6 to 13 months in the past.

The GDA would significantly enhance the ability of public agencies to use data for policy 
analysis and improve operations and service delivery for citizens.

Implementing the GDA effectively required a coordinated Whole-of-Government effort. 
Significant change management was required as the data organised under GDA was 
quite different from previous practices. The team constantly engaged agencies to co-
create standards and governance processes, and organised regular discussion platforms 
to share learning points and identify gaps or opportunities.

These change management and engagement efforts are still ongoing, as the team 
continues to expand and improve the GDA. 



ONE PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
GOBUSINESS LICENSING PORTAL
Ministry of Trade and Industry, Government Technology Agency, Smart 
Nation and Digital Government Office, Housing & Development Board, 
Health Sciences Authority, Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura, Singapore 
Civil Defence Force, Singapore Food Agency, Singapore Police Force, 
and Urban Redevelopment Authority

The GoBusiness Licensing portal helped new food services business owners to 
quickly understand licensing requirements and government processes. The portal 
also made it simpler, faster and better for these businesses to transact with the 
Government online.

Through the portal:

• Businesses go through fewer touchpoints as 14 different forms used by 16 
different agencies were streamlined into a single touchpoint with standardised 
terminology and fewer data fields;

• New applicants are guided along the regulatory process, as the portal 
recommends the appropriate licenses and shows application dependencies;

• Multiple applications could be processed by different agencies concurrently; and

• Verified information provided to the Government in previous transactions would 
be pre-filled for businesses. 

The portal enabled automated checks that:

• Removed unnecessary applications which saved businesses up to $560 per 
application; and

• Avoided missing licensing applications that could save businesses up to $13,000 
of unnecessary consultation or wasted rental.

The team co-created with over 100 public officers across 16 agencies, and 41 
businesses and associations to understand issues faced by these owners; and 
iteratively tested and improved the portal. 

The portal demonstrated the Whole-of-Government’s commitment to co-create and 
improve Government policies, processes and platforms with businesses for a more 
pro-enterprise environment for SMEs to thrive.



ONE PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
INTEGRATED PUBLIC SERVICE CENTRE
People’s Association, Agency for Integrated Care, Central Provident 
Fund Board, Government Technology Agency, Housing & 
Development Board, Immigration & Checkpoints Authority, Inland 
Revenue Authority of Singapore, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Social 
and Family Development, National Environment Agency, Public 
Service Division, Sport Singapore, Tripartite Alliance for Dispute 
Management, and Workforce Singapore

The Integrated Public Service Centre (IPSC) at Our Tampines Hub started as a 
one-stop centre in November 2016, where six partner agencies were co-located 
to offer easier access and convenience to citizens for Government-related 
services.

In 2018, with the support of the PST-Service Delivery Committee, People’s 
Association (PA) spearheaded the integration of services across the agencies so 
as to deliver the services through a single officer. The IPSC officers were rapidly 
upskilled to deliver a truly one-stop service to citizens more efficiently and 
expansively.  Since June 2020, the IPSC offers more than 290 services across 15 
agencies via three service touchpoints - digital self-service, counter transactions 
and by-appointment services for complex cases.

The integrated, one-stop model achieved manpower savings and increased 
productivity. While manpower was reduced by 38% for counter services, 
transactions completed per officer increased by 28%. At the same time, there was 
a 170% increase in citizens using the digital self-help services. 

The total service journey time was reduced from 25 to 10 minutes for citizens 
who required individual agency’s services, and from 32 to 11 minutes for citizens 
who required multiple agencies’ services. Through collaboration and re-design 
of the service delivery processes, the team was able to remove unnecessary work 
processes to achieve efficacy and success.



STAR PARTNER 
AWARD



STAR PARTNER AWARD
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE

The National University of Singapore (NUS) partnered the Housing & 
Development Board (HDB) and provided its strong research and engineering 
expertise for several studies.  One of which was the Biophilic Town Framework 
which:

• Outlined the principles and strategies for optimal planning and design of 
neighbourhood landscapes; and

• Aimed to achieve urban development goals of sustainability, liveability 
and resilience, and improve the well-being of Singapore residents and 
environmental quality of residential towns in Singapore. 

From this project, a comprehensive set of guidelines, validated by various 
stakeholder groups, was successfully incorporated into HDB’s planning 
and design processes. This research demonstrated the importance of deep 
stakeholder involvement throughout the research process, to jointly define 
common problems and approaches, and enable knowledge transfer from the 
researchers to the public sector partners. The team showed that it was possible to 
deliver high quality research outcomes and yet ensure that research results were 
operationalised in an impactful way. 

In the area of land reclamation, NUS challenged local engineering norms to 
develop several firsts in Singapore such as the Artificial Intelligence system 
for rapid soil classification. With a ‘Dare to Try’ spirit, NUS strengthened local 
engineering expertise in the field of land reclamation, including new reclamation 
method of Polder.



STAR PARTNER AWARD
NEW LIFE COMMUNITY SERVICES

New Life Community Services (NLCS) partnered with the State Courts for the 
Early Engagement of Youths Under 21 (EE21) programme. The programme took 
the Courts’ rehabilitative efforts for youth offenders upstream by providing case 
management and counselling services to these youths during the period of their 
first mention and the day of sentencing. 

Rehabilitation is the primary sentencing consideration for offenders below 21 
years old, and the EE21 programme aims at:

• Improving family relationships;

• Increasing school or work engagement;

• Encouraging increased participation in pro-social recreational activities; and

• Guiding the youths towards adopting responsible behaviours and healthy 
coping strategies.

Under the EE21 programme, NLCS had provided counselling and mentorship 
for youth offenders. The case management for each youth included home visits, 
review of family dynamics and communication challenges, and ensuring that 
the youth is actively engaged and have a strong network of support. NLCS’ 
commitment towards engagement and rehabilitation of these young offenders 
has been exemplary.



STAR PARTNER AWARD
SHINE CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES

The SHINE Children and Youth Services (SHINE) played an important role in 
partnering with the Singapore Police Force (SPF) to mould youths into leaders in 
their respective schools. They were part of the tripartite collaboration between 
schools and Neighbourhood Police Centres as part of the Youth Community 
Outreach Patrol (Youth COP) programme which was initiated in 2007.

The programme aimed to reduce juvenile delinquency through early 
prevention and develop crime prevention leaders to serve, protect and care 
for the community. Students are equipped with life skills and crime prevention 
knowledge to be shared with their peers. Senior youths who graduated continue 
to serve as Youth COP members to:

• Provide guidance and crime prevention advice to current students from their 
school;

• Conduct patrols to mitigate bicycle theft by cautioning owners through 
advisories left on unlocked bicycles; and

• Conduct house visits with the Community Policing Unit officers during festive 
seasons to remind homeowners to lock their doors properly to avoid break-ins.

SHINE had been adapting and adopting new methods to advance their youth 
engagement strategies. This was especially relevant as the COVID-19 situation 
posed many challenges, such as the limitation of physical gatherings.



STAR PARTNER AWARD
CHARTERED SECRETARIES INSTITUTE 

OF SINGAPORE

As the leading body representing the chartered secretaries in Singapore, the 
Chartered Secretaries Institute of Singapore (CSIS) plays a key role in helping 
corporate service providers (CSPs) and in-house company secretaries uphold 
high standards of corporate governance.

The CSPs are the first line of defence in combating global money laundering and 
terrorism financing risks that Singapore faces. Since 2014, the CSIS has partnered 
with Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA) to develop a 
regulatory regime for CSPs. It co-created a set of industry guidelines that formed 
the basis of ACRA’s regulatory framework and developed training programmes 
that help CSPs understand the money laundering and terrorism financing risks.

With its frequent engagement and extensive outreach activities, the CSIS 
is an effective sounding board for ACRA on policy and service concerns. 
The CSIS’ insightful ground feedback and support contribute to the smooth 
implementation of ACRA’s policies and service initiatives that facilitate businesses 
or help to reduce the compliance burden for companies.

The CSIS has continued its relentless efforts to raise the professional standards of 
the CSP industry by partnering with Temasek Polytechnic to develop the Specialist 
Diploma in Corporate Secretarial Practices to ensure sustained development of 
professional skills in the CSP sector.



STAR PARTNER AWARD
SINGAPORE JEWELLERS ASSOCIATION

The Singapore Jewellers Association (SJA) is a key partner of Ministry of Law 
(MinLaw) in the development and implementation of the Precious Stones and 
Precious Metals (Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing) Act 
2019 (PSPM Act).

SJA worked with MinLaw to smoothly transit its members into the new regime 
by engaging its members to register with MinLaw under the PSPM Act before 
the end of the registration transition period. This helped to avoid unnecessary 
disruption to the business operations of the dealers.

SJA also encouraged its members to participate in outreach activities organised 
by MinLaw to better understand the requirements under the PSPM Act. Through 
the engagement activities, dealers could also share their difficulties and SJA 
helped MinLaw to implement practical solutions that addressed these difficulties. 
To ensure that its members fully understood the technical requirements of 
the PSPM Act, SJA designed a simple process flowchart for its members, in 
consultation with MinLaw. This flowchart has been helpful for dealers when 
conducting business transactions.

Through the SJA, MinLaw also gained better understanding of the concerns faced 
by the dealers and was able to act upon these concerns to ensure compliance 
with the PSPM Act. 



STAR PARTNER AWARD
BOSCH REXROTH PTE LTD 

Bosch Rexroth is a valued partner to Singapore Polytechnic and has been 
instrumental in its efforts to assist local enterprises to adopt new advanced 
manufacturing technologies. The key projects supported by Bosch Rexroth 
included the development of the Advanced Manufacturing Centre (AMC) and 
the Outpatients Pharmacy Automation System (OPAS).

The AMC served as a training facility for companies to equip their workforce with 
the skills and knowledge needed to support Singapore’s move towards higher 
value-added manufacturing activities. The OPAS, on the other hand, automated 
the dispensing process in the pharmacies at KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital 
and Punggol Polyclinic, resulting in shorter waiting time for patients.

SP and Bosch Rexroth co-designed and developed a series of advanced 
manufacturing training courses that aimed to dispel common misconceptions 
and fears on adopting new advanced manufacturing technologies. They also 
provided companies with relevant information and assistance on transforming 
their operations and workforce for the future economy. 

In addition, Bosch Rexroth provided training opportunities to equip SP students 
and staff with the latest capabilities in advanced manufacturing which were 
useful as they advanced their careers or educational journeys. Bosch Rexroth’s 
foresight and strong partnership with SP would create a pipeline of talent to 
support and shape Singapore’s growth in advanced manufacturing in the future.



SERVICE DELIVERY 
EXCELLENCE AWARD



SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE AWARD
FUTURE-READY SERVICE 
TRANSFORMATION@MOE

The Ministry of Education’s (MOE) service delivery transformation was the result of 
holistic efforts involving the diverse expertise of its people in service, process and 
workforce re-design and digitalisation. 

The service transformation journey yielded positive outcomes such as the set-up 
of a digitally-enabled, lean and agile, multi-skilled, and single Blended Frontline 
Workforce that improved synergy and collaboration across MOE’s Customer 
Service Centre (MOE CSC).  The team optimised workflows to reduce customer 
handling time and in turn, improved customers’ overall experience.  

MOE’s approach of embracing ops-tech integration in digitalisation of work 
processes also facilitated the implementation of ground-up innovative digital 
enablers, which improved handling of customer interactions. An example was 
the introduction of a dual E-Appointment system for managing both call-back 
and walk-in appointments to MOE CSC, which enabled pre-appointment calls 
to be made to customers to resolve their queries, thus minimising the need for 
them to visit MOE physically. To nudge customers towards online interactions, 
MOE introduced user-centric interactive self-help tools such as SchoolFinder, on 
its beta website. MOE’s channel migration efforts resulted in more than 95% of 
MOE’s customer interactions being handled through online platforms.

Ministry of Education



SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE AWARD
SINGPASS MOBILE AND NATIONAL DIGITAL 
IDENTITY

Through deliberate design and research, coupled with agile and iterative 
development, the Government Technology Agency (GovTech) transformed the 
17-year-old SingPass into an inclusive, accessible digital identity platform where 
citizens and businesses can benefit from an array of Government and private 
sector services.

The change was kickstarted by introducing SingPass Mobile, an app which 
allowed users to log in to SingPass securely and conveniently through QR login 
and biometrics. A mobile-first approach might seem counter-intuitive to inclusion. 
Yet, far from leaving anyone behind, the team believed that it would be beneficial 
to explore the use of mobile technologies especially when addressing a spectrum 
of users with varied levels of capabilities.

To ensure inclusivity and accessibility for all, the team continuously co-designed 
prototypes and tested SingPass Mobile features with the elderly, the visually 
impaired and the less-digitally-able. The designers proactively worked with 
external partners to experiment with the latest accessibility concepts, including 
collaborating with Apple to level up in voice and audio interface design, and 
partnering with organisations for Persons with Disabilities to run user research 
and prototyping sessions.

Government Technology Agency



SERVICE DELIVERY EXCELLENCE AWARD
REDUCING COMPLIANCE BURDEN FOR 
FDW EMPLOYERS

Aligned with the move towards smart regulation, the Ministry of Manpower 
(MOM) significantly reduced Foreign Domestic Workers (FDWs) employers’ 
compliance costs and made customer experience more intuitive and convenient. 
These improvements were sparked off by policy reviews, analyses of common 
customer requests and feedback.

To improve the processes that an FDW employer would have to go through, 
the team conducted extensive engagements with stakeholders and traced the 
customers’ journeys to identify gaps. 

• Work Pass Integrated System (WINS) for FDW has incorporated dynamic 
levy billing. With this, levy bills can be calculated factoring daily pro-rating, 
automatic backdating and levy concessions, thus optimising bills for employers.

• Employers can request a handover period for the incoming FDW to understudy 
the existing FDW during the work permit application, saving them a 6-day wait 
for the outcome.

• MOM also introduced an island-wide home-based medical examination 
service. This is convenient especially if it is difficult for the FDW to leave the 
house if she needs to care for a young child or aged family member.

• Levy concession was extended to Singaporean employers providing caregiver 
assistance to another Singaporean child, elderly or person with disability 
beyond their immediate family, if they live in the same household.

Ministry of Manpower



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT 
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CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
SG YOUTH ACTION PLAN

The SG Youth Action Plan (SG YAP) provides opportunities for youths to be heard, 
be empowered and be the change.  

Through various engagement modalities across digital platforms, physical 
roadshows, and in-depth face-to-face discussions, youths shared their vision for 
Singapore in 2025, the values that will help us get there and the issues that they 
care deeply about.

To turn conversations into action, the Youth Action Challenge serves as a key 
platform to bring youths of different backgrounds together on a developmental 
journey as they receive guidance and mentorship to identify problem statements 
and initiate projects on key issues that matter to youths. 

A key partnership under the SG Youth Action Plan is the development of 
the Somerset belt as a vibrant youth precinct, as part of the Orchard Road 
Rejuvenation Plan. The Somerset Belt is zoned as a youthful and energetic 
entertainment spot, and youths have been involved in co-creating the Somerset 
Belt Masterplan. 

SG YAP experimented with various ways to reach out to youths, opened up 
spaces to listen to youths’ voices, and equipped them with capabilities to initiate 
projects. SG YAP is a five-year living plan and will continue to be updated with our 
youths’ views, concerns and initiatives in making a difference to Singapore. 

Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth and National Youth Council



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
SGCARES COMMUNITY NETWORK SESSIONS

The SG Cares Network Sessions started in May 2018 to bring together public 
agencies, social service agencies, corporate companies, schools, and religious 
institutions in each Housing & Development Board (HDB) town across Singapore, 
to discuss issues within their communities and how they can work together 
to resolve them. These sessions were the result of Ministry of Social and Family 
Development’s (MSF) Social Service Offices’ efforts in rallying various citizen 
groups around the community’s needs.

Through these sessions, these organisations and institutions found opportunities 
to share resources, build on one another’s strengths, and collaborate to ensure 
that the services extended to the residents were comprehensive and well-
coordinated.

As each HDB town had many different stakeholders, it was initially challenging to 
bring them all together at the sessions, and to establish the comfort required to 
cooperate on initiatives. With time, trust was established, and the groups realised 
the value in having strong partnerships in the community. Through these sessions, 
community partners joined ranks and soldiered to create an ecosystem of help 
that would ensure that those in need in their midst would not be left behind.

Ministry of Social and Family Development



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
CITIZENS’ PANEL ON WORK-LIFE HARMONY

The National Population and Talent Department, Ministry of Manpower, and 
Ministry of Social and Family Development convened the Citizens’ Panel on Work-
Life Harmony (CP) to partner citizens to develop solutions to improve work-life 
harmony in Singapore. 

Over four Saturdays from September to November 2019, 55 participants from 
diverse backgrounds, including employers, workers, and students, exchanged 
their perspectives, and deliberated on potential solutions relating to work-life 
harmony. While the multi-agency team designed and facilitated the sessions, 
the CP participants drove the report-writing process and proposed 17 main 
recommendations, most of which were accepted and are being implemented by 
Tripartite Partners.

The CP process was as important, if not more crucial, than the recommendations. 
Participants gained a better understanding of policy trade-offs, and felt a stronger 
sense of partnership with the government. They appreciated the information 
shared by government agencies, insights from subject matter experts, and views 
from fellow citizens. Given sufficient and balanced information, time, and having 
diverse voices represented, the solutions proposed were more robust and 
accepted with greater consensus.

Prime Minister’s Office – Strategy Group, Ministry of Manpower, and 
Ministry of Social and Family Development



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
‘DADAH ITU HARAM’ CAMPAIGN

The Dadah Itu Haram (Drugs are Forbidden) campaign adopts a culturally-
nuanced approach that complements the Central Narcotics Bureau’s (CNB) 
overall strategy for preventive drug education, to achieve greater resonance 
among the Malay-Muslim community. It further provides a collaborative platform 
for community members, groups and organisations to co-create ground-up 
initiatives that aim to build up the community’s resilience against drugs. 

Managed by CNB’s Community Engagement Unit (CEU), the Dadah Itu Haram 
campaign engages and sustains a growing pool of over 300 partners and 
volunteers from various Malay-Muslim community groups and touchpoints such 
as:

• Interest groups including fishing, cycling and motorcycle enthusiasts;

• Private entities including barbers and food establishments; and

• Religious institutions

Understanding the value of tackling drug abuse from within the community, these 
groups aspired to give back to the community by playing a key role in promoting 
and disseminating anti-drug messages and espousing drug-free lifestyles. 

The CEU proactively engages its partners and volunteers through multiple 
online and offline channels, including holding regular volunteer and partners’ 
engagement sessions to solicit feedback, sharing information on upcoming 
projects and latest drug trends.

Central Narcotics Bureau



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
PATIENT EMPOWERMENT FOR 

SELF-CARE FRAMEWORK

The Patient Empowerment for Self-Care Framework, an initiative under the War on 
Diabetes, aims to empower patients to co-own their care journey for better care 
outcomes.

Since 2017, the Ministry of Health (MOH), together with other stakeholders, 
developed and refined the framework through traditional and innovative modes 
of engagement. The iterative approach gave citizens and other stakeholders 
ample opportunity to derive consensus and shape the deliverables of each 
workstream under the PE framework, increasing their ownership of the 
deliverables.

MOH and stakeholders first conducted interviews and the Citizens' Jury to gain 
insights on the care experiences of both users and providers, and generate 
recommendations to prevent and manage diabetes. As a follow-up to the 
Citizens' Jury, the team adopted the Participatory Engagement Methodology to 
engage citizens to co-develop in-depth national diabetes reference materials 
(NDRM). This allowed MOH and HPB officers to reach a segment of citizens which 
would typically not participate in focus-groups or interviews.

The engagements showed that there are many enthusiastic voices and much 
energy which can be synergised for the common good. Investing time to explore 
varied perspectives and build consensus will reap a harvest of insights and 
greater partnerships with citizens.

Ministry of Health of Singapore



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
CPF GAME ON! 

CPF Game On! introduces secondary and tertiary students to the CPF system 
and financial planning knowledge through technology and gamification. This 
approach allowed us to reach out to the wider student community and enable 
remote learning.

From conceptualisation to implementation, CPF adopted a consultative approach 
and had regular dialogues with schools and students to create suitable content 
that is relevant to the curriculum. A minimal viable product was launched and 
refined after each round based on feedback gathered. This translated to a 
successful programme that had an overwhelmingly positive response. Since 
February 2019, the programme had reached out to 34% of the local school 
population  and targets to reach as many schools as possible.

Winning this award empowered CPF to continue forging strong partnerships with 
stakeholders and creating suitable content in user-friendly formats that lower the 
barriers of adoption and reinforce the key learning points. CPF will continue to 
incorporate new engagement techniques to understand our stakeholders’ needs 
and motivations as well as to co-ideate with them to create newer versions of the 
programme. 

Central Provident Fund Board



CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
ENGAGING ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS IN CO-
CREATING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS FOR SMES

A team comprising of Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA) 
and Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) officers, worked together to 
develop integrated filing solutions that would help SMEs accelerate the pace of 
digital adoption, hence increasing their productivity. 
  
To better understand the challenges and needs of SMEs, ACRA and IRAS 
engaged stakeholders across the financial reporting value chain and worked 
closely with Enterprise Singapore (ESG) and the Association of Small and Medium 
Enterprises (ASME) to develop the SME Cloud Exchange Network (SMECEN) 
software, launched in 2018. This software aimed to help SMEs:

• Increase overall productivity while reducing costs; and

• Build their capabilities to digitalise their business administration and exploit 
their data assets to improve competitiveness

To facilitate the adoption of SMECEN and other similar solutions in the future, 
ACRA held deep-dive and dialogue sessions to better understand stakeholders’ 
varying perspectives. The teams continued to work together on another initiative 
to boost SME’s adoption of digital solutions.

The engagement approach undertaken by the team created a more conducive 
environment to obtain feedback from different stakeholders, who sometimes held 
conflicting interests. At the same time, it also helped these stakeholders forge 
greater understanding among themselves.

Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority, and Inland Revenue 
Authority of Singapore



REGULATORY 
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REGULATORY EXCELLENCE AWARD
EASING GST REGISTRATION COMPLIANCE

Despite ongoing publicity efforts to raise awareness of GST registration 
requirements, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS) noticed that 
many businesses were still late in GST registration. Businesses also found the 
rules confusing and often contacted the IRAS’ GST helpline to clarify on their 
registration obligations.

The team conducted extensive stakeholder consultations and found that the 
problem was two-fold:

• A quarterly registration requirement was not intuitive to businesses as they 
reviewed their accounts and income figures only once at the end of the 
financial year; and 

• Businesses found it challenging to use the existing GST calculator to assess 
their registration liability.

To eliminate key pain points faced by businesses in complying with registration 
rules and in a bid to create a pro-enterprise environment, the team revised the 
policy to simplify the rules by allowing businesses to determine their registration 
liability annually at the end of the calendar year. To effect the change, the GST 
legislation was amended with effect from 1 Jan 2019. The team also co-created a 
new calculator to ensure that its features met the needs of businesses, and was as 
user-friendly and intuitive as possible. 

Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore



REGULATORY EXCELLENCE AWARD
FUTURE READY REGULATIONS FOR INNOVATION 
AND GROWTH IN PAYMENT SERVICES

FinTech developments had unbundled the financial services value chain, bringing 
forth emerging risks that needed to be addressed. To this end, the Monetary 
Authority of Singapore (MAS) responded by unbundling their payments 
regulations. 

In a mere 18 months, the team delivered the Payment Services Act 2019, which 
paved the way for contemporary regulation of payment services in Singapore. 
The Act provided a single modular, activity-based regulatory framework that 
required only one licence for multiple payment services offered. Using this 
approach, the Act could remain flexible and relevant even as technology and 
business models evolved.

The Act not only provided greater legal certainty and clarity of regulations for 
businesses, it also strengthened user protection and confidence which catalysed 
further growth of the payments industry. Consumers and merchants got to choose 
from a wide range of payment services with peace of mind regardless of the 
platform they transacted on.

The team conducted extensive public and industry engagements to 
comprehensively capture feedback and ensure smooth transition of the industry. 
Some of the challenges the team faced included reviewing competing policy 
positions, legal interpretations, and balancing policy implications.

Monetary Authority of Singapore



REGULATORY EXCELLENCE AWARD
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF REGULATORY RULES 
AND PROCESSES

The Built Environment Rules Review Panel (RRP), comprising eleven agencies, has 
taken a proactive approach in conducting systematic reviews to reduce regulatory 
burden on built environment stakeholders. The project team, led by the Ministry 
of National Development and the Building and Construction Authority, conducted 
deep dives into the regulatory approval processes for different infrastructure 
typologies by studying actual project submission data from the CORENET system, 
and engaging members of the industry (e.g. project managers and Qualified 
Persons) to understand their pain points.

Through these deep dives, the team reviewed regulations across all infrastructure 
typologies (i.e. residential (landed), residential (non-landed), commercial, 
industrial, institutional, mixed, civil engineering works). The team expects 
more time and cost savings to the industry in the next few years as agencies 
progressively implement the recommendations arising from the deep dives.

In streamlining regulatory rules and processes, the team recognised that a one-
size-fits-all approach was insufficient to address concerns associated with areas of 
higher risk. In response, the team adopted a risk-tiering approach, where areas 
of higher risk would have more stringent requirements and compliance checks. 
Conversely, self-declaration and lodgement schemes would suffice for areas of 
lower risk.

Ministry of National Development, and Building and Construction 
Authority



REGULATORY EXCELLENCE AWARD
GENETIC TESTING STANDARDS

With rapid scientific and technological advancements, there was a need to ensure 
that precision medicine in Singapore was developed in a safe and sustainable 
manner, so that we remained globally competitive and patients are assured of 
responsible genetic testing.

As Singapore deals with the changing demands of healthcare, driven by an 
ageing population and increased prevalence of chronic diseases, clinicians and 
clinical laboratories may not always be familiar with the rapid advancements 
in genetics, which may lead to inappropriate ordering of tests and wrong 
interpretation of test results. The Ministry of Health (MOH) thus developed the 
‘Genetic Testing Standards’ to ensure the safe provision of clinical genetic testing 
services. 
 
As Genetic Testing was a newly regulated field in Singapore, MOH endeavoured 
to encourage a collaborative environment with its stakeholders providing the 
service, to help them overcome implementation challenges in complying with 
existing standards. Feedback was sought from stakeholders to understand current 
practices, operational challenges, industry innovations and new business models, 
allowing MOH to carefully calibrate standards to address regulatory concerns 
and develop standards that could be effected on the ground, whilst effectively 
safeguarding patient safety and welfare. 

Ministry of Health



REGULATORY EXCELLENCE AWARD
ENHANCEMENTS TO THE EDUTRUST 
CERTIFICATION SCHEME

To offer external degree programmes and admit international students, Private 
Education Institutions (PEIs) require the EduTrust Certification, a quality assurance 
scheme administered by SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG).

SSG regularly engaged PEIs, industry associations, and service providers to 
solicit feedback on possible burden-reduction measures, to ensure that they are 
shaping effective policies that positively impacted stakeholders. 

Coupled with the team’s engagement efforts, the impetus behind the EduTrust 
policy review was SSG’s continual push to be pro-enterprise, in reducing PEIs’ 
compliance burden and costs. The enhancements to the EduTrust Scheme 
reduced compliance and administrative burden, saving approximately $2.2 
million for the sector annually. Enhancements included:

• Introduction of risk-tiering to offer streamlined licensing renewals, bundled 
insurance, and longer licensing periods for better performing PEIs;

• Digitalisation for seamless applications; and

• Shifting from a compliance to improvement-focused mentality to guide PEI’s 
adoption of good industry practices as part of the continual improvement 
journey.

Risk-mitigation measures were also implemented to ensure that student 
protection and academic standards were not compromised by the enhancements. 

The team sought early and extensive inputs from stakeholders, and this ensured 
higher acceptance of changes. 

SkillsFuture Singapore
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BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION AWARD
LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY

LTA is driven by the vision of a people-centric land transport network that connects people 
and places. In the 2040 Land Transport Masterplan (LTMP 2040), LTA set out 3 strategic 
outcomes: A 45-Minute City with 20-Minute Towns; Transport for All; and Healthy Lives, 
Safer Journeys.

To deliver on its agenda, LTA’s business transformation is undergirded by the following 
strategies:

• “Customers-first” to drive co-creation of seamless and delightful customer service;

• Strengthening core business/operating models through ops-tech-policy integration; and

• Workplace transformation to go digital to the core.

LTA revamped its customer service delivery by engaging and co-creating digital solutions 
with their stakeholders such as the refreshed One.Motoring website. Through the 
digitalisation of vehicle services, more than 770,000 hours have been saved annually as 
citizens no longer transact at LTA’s physical service centre.

As an organisation with 24-hour operations, and heavy involvement in design and 
construction of complex transport infrastructure, LTA continually reinvented its core 
operations to leverage technology and equip the workforce to be future-ready. An example 
was the use of the Building Information Modelling (BIM) technology as part of LTA’s whole-
of-lifecycle perspective to design, build, operate and maintain its rail systems. 

Within the workplace, LTA also embarked on a digitalisation journey by exploring 
technologies such as Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to boost corporate functions. 
Through the automation of Finance’s and Human Resources’ manual processes, 818 man-
days every year were saved.

To sustain its transformation efforts, LTA has inculcated a ‘Dare to Try’ culture amongst staff 
to suggest ideas and be willing to make changes at work, without being afraid of failure.



BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION AWARD
SINGAPORE LAND AUTHORITY

The Singapore Land Authority (SLA) is the custodian of 10,947 hectares of State 
land and 5,360 State properties, as well as the leading geospatial agency in 
the region. SLA has harnessed digitalisation and technology to build a lean but 
productive workforce that is agile to the needs of their customers. 

SLA has implemented a holistic leasing framework to optimise the management 
of State land and properties, thus balancing economic and social outcomes. Price-
quality tenders are used as part of pro-enterprise measures to achieve strategic 
outcomes for targeted sites.  

SLA has leveraged technology in its many functions. To strengthen its 
maintenance regime, SLA uses drones to capture imagery of building exteriors 
to detect defects, and is operationalising drones to inspect and monitor the 
Southern Islands. SLA was the first in the world to implement an integrated 2D 
and 3D Singapore Advanced Map that allowed wide applications to enhance 
planning, risk management and operations management. SLA also developed 
OneMap to help residents plan the shortest sheltered route for their journey, and 
recently launched OneMap 3D.

In the area of service delivery, SLA stepped up and launched the Whole-of-
Government Temporary Occupancy License portal that provided instant approval 
for non-renewal applications and significantly reduced the processing time of 
other cases. 

Internally, SLA made use of payment and procurement analytics to automatically 
detect potential irregularities, which strengthened their risk control environment. 
Officers were also better equipped with digital skills through the “Tech-savvy SLA” 
programme, which motivated officers to embark on SLA’s digitalisation journey 
through customised programmes.
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TRANSFORMATIVE AGENCY OF THE YEAR AWARD
HOUSING AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD

HDB has comprehensively transformed itself from a Housing business to a People 
business. Its transformation was anchored on citizen-centricity with technology 
and innovation as key levers.  

In its core business of service delivery, HDB has transformed from being 
operations-centric to citizen-centric in the following ways:

• Pro-actively review its policies to provide a flat for every budget and need;

• Create a positive and seamless customer experience by mapping out the entire 
service journey and focussed on improving the key touchpoints using design-
thinking methodology;

• Design the entire home buying journey to be Digital where Possible, Personal 
when Necessary. HDB has gone digital to the core – there are more than 200 
e-services across HDB’s digital platforms, and this has saved over 2.9 million 
service hours in 2019 as customers no longer need to visit the physical counters.

To transform its workforce, HDB conducted rigorous reviews of its Engineering, 
ICT and Science & Technology competencies to build up deep technical 
capabilities in areas such as Building Information Modelling (BIM), Urban 
Analytics, Advanced Modelling & Simulations, and Geomatics Engineering. It 
has also set up several in-house multi-disciplinary building design studios under 
the Centre of Design Excellence to rebuild professional capabilities. To support 
the digital transformation of jobs and key processes, more than 90% of middle 
and senior management, and two-thirds of staff have been trained in business 
analytics at various levels, with more than 700 staff equipped with specialised 
business analytics tools.

To ensure that all staff play a critical role in HDB as a People Business, the HDB 
Experience Programme has been developed to engage and align all staff to 
service values and desired behaviours across the internal value chain. More than 
3,000 staff have attended the programme.
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EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD
HALMIE BIN HUSSEIN MATTAR
National Environment Agency

EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD

DENNIS QUEK
Republic Polytechnic

When the Environmental Public Health Operations 
Department had to transform to meet the rising 
public expectations, Halmie was tasked to 
operationalise the merger of the North West and 
South West Regional Offices. He went beyond the 
‘hardware’ tasks of merging by also focusing on 
the ‘software’ aspect. What set him apart was the 
outstanding leadership role he played to individually 
engage over 200 staff to explain the transition plans. 

Anchoring on the concept of “Think Big, Start 
Small, Act Fast”, Halmie built a centralised field 
Enforcement Unit in NEA within six months from the 
time of ideation. The new team started from scratch 
and was guided and inspired by Halmie’s hands-on 
approach, and it grew to a fully operational outfit 
within a short time. With the mind-set of improving 
the professionalism of its officers through training, 
he ensured that time was always set aside for the 
team to attend courses while starting up operations. 
He firmly believed that the team needed the right 
training and skills to value add to the operations.  

As one of Republic Polytechnic’s (RP) thought 
leaders, Dennis was instrumental in the 
conceptualising and development of RP’s 
transformational and capability-building Continuing 
Education and Training (CET) programmes catered 
for enterprises. At the corporate level, Dennis 
worked with corporate offices to streamline internal 
processes so that work could be more efficient and 
effective.

In alignment with the Smart Nation initiatives, Dennis 
recognised the need for his team to embark on 
Robotic Process Automation (RPA). He pushed for its 
adoption initially with the industry and subsequently 
at RP. Leveraging his extensive industry network and 
contacts, he encouraged his staff to promote the use 
of RPA to various companies. To walk the talk, Dennis 
and his staff attended classes and mastered RPA. It 
was due to Dennis’s foresight and vision that his staff 
acquired skills which were pertinent to the industries’ 
needs.

As a result of Dennis’ effort, RP promulgated RPA to all 
departments, and offered the “Go RPA” as a training 
course open to industry and members of the public.



EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD
ANG LIAN AIK
Building and Construction Authority

EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD

GOH CHAN KER
Urban Redevelopment Authority

Learning from overseas study trips, Lian Aik and his 
team identified the DfMA (Design for Manufacturing 
and Assembly) approach as a key thrust to raise 
productivity in the built environment sector. With 
DfMA, most on-site construction works would 
be done in off-site factories and subsequently 
transported to sites for installation. The use of 
automation in factories had created new and better 
jobs, while the more efficient on-site installation 
process resulted in less construction noise and dust, 
safer and better working condition for workers.

Lian Aik organised his team into specific competency 
areas of the DfMA ecosystem to:

• promote DfMA and review regulations to 
encourage wider adoption; and

• convene taskforces with stakeholders to ease 
adoption.

Through his leadership, there was a quantum 
improvement of 17.6% in site productivity for the 
period between 2010 and 2019. The learning points 
from the taskforces were useful in fine-tuning the 
policies. This led to a three-fold increase in industry’s 
DfMA adoption rate from 10% (2016) to 30% (2019).

Despite being in the Public Service for 27 years, Lian 
Aik did not settle for the conventional but continued to 
stay updated on the latest construction technologies.

Chan Ker championed innovation and implemented 
many initiatives to improve work processes 
and productivity in the Urban Redevelopment 
Authority’s carpark operations, utilising behavioural 
insights, Robotic Process Automation and Artificial 
Intelligence.

To provide prompt replies to motorists about their 
appeals of fines and alleviate their anxiousness, Chan 
Ker and his team used Artificial Intelligence (AI) to 
identify specific categories of appeals and auto-
generate replies to motorists. 

Chan Ker ensured that his lean team was highly 
efficient by equipping staff with the necessary skills 
as their job scopes evolved. As he was very attuned 
to the needs of his team, he spent time with affected 
staff to communicate changes and address their 
concerns.
 
Through work meetings and informal chats, Chan 
Ker often reminded them of the greater purpose of 
their work in the Public Service. He explained that 
transformation was needed to improve the lives of 
citizens. 



EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD
CHEUNG LAI YIP ERIC
 Institute of Technical Education

EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD

JUSTIN HOW
Ministry of Manpower

Eric continually engaged technology leaders to bring 
in new technology and software to train Institute 
of Technical Education (ITE) staff and students on 
advanced technology and applications. He was 
instrumental in the development of several industry-
oriented educational programmes for students and 
Information Technology professionals through the 
setting up of Centres of Technology (COTs) at ITE 
with leading industry players. These partners include 
Automation Anywhere, Cisco System (USA), HP Inc, 
IBM, NetDragon, VMware and COTS include Mixed 
Reality (MR) Centre and IoT Centre. 

Eric cultivated an e-Learning culture and developed 
Bring Your Own Device strategies to promote 
smart learning and digitalisation among staff and 
students. In 2019, Eric and his team introduced 
Artificial Intelligence for Students programme in 
ITE to equip the next generation of AI talents with 
basic programming and data skills. Through the 
partnership with AI Singapore, ITE could tap on one 
of the best data science education platforms to teach 
data skills to the students and make data fluency a 
part of their learning journey.

Justin was instrumental in cultivating a data-
driven approach to policy-making in the Ministry 
of Manpower (MOM). His team managed MOM’s 
Data Lab, which housed an integrated set of foreign 
worker administrative data and local workforce data 
in a secured environment. Officers could access 
vast amounts of longitudinal data for analysis and 
this reduced administrative burden on officers who 
previously had to submit multiple data requests.

While the Lab initially focused on serving MOM, 
Justin took the initiative to expand the Lab to support 
Whole-of-Government’s (WOG) needs. Through 
Justin’s tenacious efforts, 500 officers from over 
40 agencies could access and analyse the data for 
policy and operational purposes. 

Justin strongly believed that the Lab had the 
potential to cater to even more use cases across 
WOG. He led the team to incorporated non-
workforce data from other agencies. This involved 
working closely with partner agencies to build 
trust, provide assurance that data security would be 
maintained, and iron out data compatibility issues to 
maximise the value of the data.



EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD
NORHAIZAH ZAINAL
 Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore

EXEMPLARY LEADER 
AWARD

UMARDANI UMLE
Ministry of Social and Family Development

Norhaizah always looks out for opportunities 
to reduce contacts, streamline processes and 
embraces digital innovations to deliver better service 
experiences for GST businesses. 

Leading a lean team of officers providing frontline 
services to GST businesses, Norhaizah maintained 
focus on enhancing GST e-Services, Ask Jamie 
Virtual Assistant and website information to nudge 
businesses to self-help. These efforts have led to 
a commendable 28% reduction in GST frontline 
contacts over the past five years. 

To improve productivity and allow officers to focus 
on higher value work, Norhaizah implemented 
an Email Recommender tool with IRAS’ analytics 
team to enable GST officers to quickly search and 
reference good-quality past email replies. She also 
piloted the closure of GST walk-in services to shift 
to an appointment-only system to better manage 
workload. 

Norhaizah proactively encouraged and supported 
her staff to learn new digital skills and created a 
‘safe-to-fail’ environment for experimentation and 
knowledge sharing. Besides being well-equipped 
with GST knowledge, many of her staff also acquired 
digital skills such as:

• Systems thinking and testing

• Training of Virtual Assistant

• Design and creation of videos, electronic direct 
mailers (EDMs), and electronic forms.

Umar built a reputation among staff and partners as 
a credible leader who ‘walked the talk’. Whenever 
he proposed solutions, he backed them up with 
evidence-based literature and shared his knowledge 
and experiences generously.

Umar often used mobile phone applications such as 
WhatsApp and Dropbox to instantly share literature 
reviews and public research that others could benefit 
from. He deliberately created an environment 
which enabled open transfer of knowledge and 
information. This was over and above dialogues, 
training and individual exchanges with the Integrated 
Service Providers (ISPs) run by social service 
agencies. 

Umar used both qualitative and quantitative data 
for sense-making and encouraged his staff to do the 
same. He used statistical software to analyse data 
sets and presented the information to the team in a 
systematic and comprehensive manner. Through this 
experience, the team learnt that the scope for data 
analysis and business intelligence was greater than 
what the team was accustomed to and it allowed 
them to see the value of communicating data 
insights effectively.  
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EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
TAN YEONG TAT WILGENE
The Singapore Army

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD

TAY JUN JIE
Housing and Development Board

Wilgene demonstrated learning agility by quickly 
picking up Data Science, Machine Learning, and 
programming using R and Python. He was able to 
apply his knowledge to develop a working algorithm 
to predict vehicle failure within the Army, culminating 
into projects such as the Telemetry & Analytics 
System Control Centre.

As a believer of lifelong learning, Wilgene has 
continued his pursuit of knowledge by undertaking 
a Specialist Diploma in Artificial Intelligence on top 
of various certificates on Data Science obtained via 
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) Platforms.

Beyond personal skills mastery, Wilgene has actively 
helped his colleagues to kick-start Data Science 
projects and dispensed advice based on his personal 
experience. He has also constantly advocated for the 
participation in industry meet-up sessions to increase 
awareness of the state of the art.

Wilgene was also part of the Data Science Working 
Group in the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF), and was 
involved in organising the Data Science Community 
of Practice, where industry practitioners were invited 
to share with the MINDEF community the potential of 
Data Science.

Despite having no formal education in Info-
communications Technology and coming from a 
Mathematics background, Jun Jie picked up skills in 
software development, data platforms and Artificial 
Intelligence as he realised that there was a great 
need for these skills at the workplace. 

He applied his skills and contributed to the 
development of a system that supported land 
alienation processes, which were crucial to the 
Housing and Development Board’s (HDB) operations.

As a self-driven individual who is keen to share his 
knowledge, Jun Jie constantly keeps himself abreast 
of the latest developments in various domains by 
attending learning sessions as well as community-
organised events that allowed interactions with other 
practitioners.

He also generously shared advice with his 
colleagues on data science projects and software 
development technologies, leading to the 
adoption of new technologies by HDB. He helped 
create an environment for hands-on learning and 
experimentation for the project teams in HDB.



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
CHEN YI QIANG
Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
LEONG MUN ONN, MARTIN

 Institute of Technical Education

Yi Qiang embraced the spirit of workforce 
transformation and took skills upgrading into 
his own hands. He picked up Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA) from colleagues who were 
trained in Information Technology and continued 
to polish his skills via self-learning. He became the 
first RPA learner who was not trained in Information 
Technology to be awarded the Diploma of 
Completion for RPA Developer Foundation Training 
in June 2019.

Yi Qiang became an RPA trainer who mentored 
colleagues who were keen to pick up the skill. He 
also led and guided his teammates in automating 
manual work processes and continued to upgrade 
his RPA skills by keeping himself up-to-date on the 
latest developments through courses and forums. 

When tasked with an expanded job scope, Yi Qiang 
also learnt to use SAS, a data analytics tool. He was 
also learning Python under the DataCamp Career 
Track and was working towards being certified as 
a Data Analyst. Yi Qiang saw skills upgrading as 
an opportunity rather than a task, and made it his 
responsibility to maintain and upgrade his skillsets 
over time.

As a seasoned educator, Martin identified Python 
programming as an increasingly important skillset 
for students from the Institute of Technical Education 
(ITE) to acquire in order to keep up with industry 
demands. As such, he pursued certification in this 
area to support the development of new Python 
course curricula for students.

Martin also proactively engaged government 
agencies and industry partners in innovation 
activities and consultancy work. He established ITE’s 
partnership with the Infocomm Media Development 
Authority (IMDA) to organise annual competitions 
that encourage the study of Internet-of-Things (IoT) 
technologies within the youth community; and 
collaborated with the Ministry of Community, Culture 
and Youth (MCCY) to develop a calendar mobile 
application that explains the religious observances of 
various faiths in Singapore.  

When Martin assumed a new role as Head of 
Technology-Enhanced Learning at ITE Headquarters 
in 2019, he took the initiative to pick up Robotic 
Process Automation skills to streamline and eliminate 
onerous administrative processes related to staff 
training which he observed had been a chore for his 
colleagues. Martin’s contributions are testament to his 
passion and commitment to developing both himself 
and others, to achieve technological excellence.



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
CHEONG HUEY CHIUN
National Environment Agency

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD

KO ZI KAI
National Environment Agency

Huey Chiun came from a Finance background with 
limited experience in project management and 
process improvements. Upon joining the National 
Environment Agency’s (NEA) Transformation 
Department, she was tasked to run business process 
reviews independently for the Hawker Centre 
Division (HCD). Huey Chiun applied her knowledge 
gained from the Certified LEAN Expert (CLE) 
course to analyse the problems faced by HCD and 
developed solutions to streamline the processes for 
hawker stall allocation and renewal. 

Huey Chiun also picked up Information Technology 
and technical skills, which contributed to the 
development of a proof of concept for NEA’s 
Business Intelligence Systems, winning the Gold 
Award for Analytics Drive 2018.

Huey Chiun often used her personal time to pick up 
new skills, and experimented with various tools and 
ideas to deliver on a multitude of assigned tasks. She 
possesses a can-do attitude, and constantly motivates 
her teammates to learn and progress together. 

In the spirit of continual learning, Zi Kai obtained a 
Graduate certificate in innovation at the Singapore 
Management University. With the knowledge 
acquired, he spent time to improve existing business 
processes at the National Environment Agency 
(NEA).

Zi Kai proved himself to be a driven and fast learner, 
and picked up Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 
skills through self-study. When tasked with helping 
the Licensing Department with their three-month 
application backlog, he applied his RPA skills and 
reduced the backlog substantially by about 75%. This 
was the first RPA project done in-house for NEA.

Zi Kai contributed to the learning and development 
of his peers by acting as the subject matter expert for 
process review methodologies. He mentored many 
NEA staff working on process reviews, and was always 
willing to share his knowledge and experiences.



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
DR FWA HUA LEONG
Nanyang Polytechnic

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD

DR HANNAH GARDNER
Nanyang Polytechnic

Intrigued by the possibility of applying Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) in education, Dr Fwa took up a PhD 
programme in Computer Science to deepen his 
knowledge in AI and pedagogy. His relentless pursuit 
of knowledge in these areas was a testament to the 
spirit of SkillsFuture in the public sector.

He designed and delivered various continuing 
education courses using his skills, which received 
strong reviews from course participants. His 
conviction in the need to keep his teaching relevant 
also motivated him to lead research projects as a 
principal investigator. His tenacity enabled him to 
deliver positive outcomes in both teaching and 
research.

An advocate of lifelong learning, Dr Fwa also kept 
himself updated on the latest trends and technologies 
by taking up Massive Open Online Courses.

As there was a huge trend across all industry sectors 
to embrace digital technologies, Dr Gardner took a 
career leap and successfully changed disciplines 
from Chemistry to Digital Engineering and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). 

She made use of online learning platforms and 
participated in in-house development projects which 
allowed her to learn at her own pace and fit the 
learning into her schedule. She put her knowledge 
and skills into practice through projects involving 
AI and Robotic Process Automation in Nanyang 
Polytechnic. These projects included a pilot using 
the AI of Things (AIoT) to power an automated 
attendance monitoring system that tracked and 
analysed attendance across the school.

Dr Gardner also contributed greatly to the 
development of her peers and students by training 
them on various digital engineering skills and led 
research teams using AI to solve industry-specific 
problems.

Having overcome her fears and self-limiting beliefs, 
she became more resilient and continued to equip 
herself with in-demand skills to stay relevant and 
employable.



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
MAR KHENG KOK
Nanyang Polytechnic

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD

ANNIE CHANG
Singapore Tourism Board

Kheng Kok knew the importance of continual 
learning to stay relevant. From Cybersecurity to 
Artificial Intelligence, he actively leveraged various 
online learning platforms such as Coursera to equip 
himself with the necessary skills and actively took 
up R&D and industry projects to further deepen his 
skills. 

His passionate pursuit of deep skills paid off when 
he led his team of researchers to become the 
only polytechnic team to secure the inaugural 
NRF National Cybersecurity R&D grant, others 
being universities and national research institutes. 
He also served as a mentor to new colleagues, 
providing guidance and support to their curriculum 
development and research work. 

Kheng Kok is motivated to learn something new 
every day in his field. As an educator, he hopes to 
inspire his students through his passion for life-long 
learning.

Despite being an industry veteran, Annie did not rest 
on her laurels, and recognised the importance of 
wide and regular reading to identify connections and 
generate new ideas.

Annie also created a safe culture for staff to learn, 
actively try new things, make mistakes, and exchange 
feedback actively. She encouraged them to see 
every failure as an opportunity to learn. This led to 
the Singapore Tourism Board (STB) organising the 
world’s first-ever “Cruise Port Operations Forum” 
in September 2018, which brought cruise sector 
players together to engage the relevant government 
agencies. This was unprecedented globally, and 
demonstrated Singapore’s clear leadership in cruise 
tourism development.

When the division’s work was expanded to cover new 
economic regulatory functions, Annie took courses 
and consulted several agencies to rapidly build up 
her knowledge to engage industry stakeholders on 
complex policy issues efficiently.

As STB digitalised, Annie learnt to use STB’s various 
online platforms independently. By adopting a 
hands-on approach, she has also been better able to 
relate to staff’s struggles and champion for positive 
change at the management level. 



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
HUA TAI HENG
Republic Polytechnic

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD

MOHAMMAD ISKANDAR BIN 
MOHAMED IBRAHIM

Singapore Civil Defence Force
As a firm believer in lifelong learning and upskilling, 
Tai Heng took up the challenge to complete 
Republic Polytechnic’s (RP) Certified Lesson Designer 
(Specialist) qualification in 2019. He was also the first 
service instructor-turned-lecturer to attain such an 
expertise level in RP.

Simultaneously, he attained the Advanced Certificate 
in Training and Assessment by Workforce Singapore. 
He also took on the Programme Coordinator role 
for the Specialist Diploma in Business Hospitality 
Management to teach adult learners and played an 
active role in refreshing the curriculum to ensure 
continued industry relevance.

He believes that lifelong learning is essential to 
his role as an educator and would enhance his 
facilitation and lesson design skills. In turn, his 
students could benefit from the enhancements and 
be inspired by him.

Iskandar demonstrated exemplary effort in upskilling 
and continuous training. This allowed him to 
contribute to the enhancement of the Singapore 
Civil Defence Force’s (SCDF) Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS) processes to tackle new challenges 
and achieve better outcomes.

He continuously sought to expand and deepen 
his skillsets and knowledge throughout his 
career, including pursuing a part-time degree in 
Biomedical Engineering in Paramedicine at the 
Singapore University of Social Sciences so that he 
could perform better in his role as a Paramedic. The 
knowledge he gained enabled him to formulate 
and enhance protocol guidelines, and eventually 
smoothened work processes and achieved stretched 
KPIs. 

As a mentor at work, Iskandar is proactive in sharing 
his knowledge and experience with younger 
colleagues. He also encourages them to join him 
in continuous upskilling and the pursuit of higher 
education as he believes that a better-trained officer 
would be able to handle complex situations and 
engage the public better. Iskandar’s continuous 
learning and generosity in sharing his knowledge 
earned him recognition and trust from senior 
management and his peers. 



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
TAN KIN YONG
Public Utilities Board,
Singapore’s National Water Agency

EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD

HARBHAJAN SINGH
Tan Tock Seng Hospital

At 64 years old, Kin Yong believes that age should 
not be a barrier for anyone who possesses a willing-
to-learn attitude. He took pride in continuous 
improvement and is well-regarded as a role model 
for lifelong learning

As an avid learner, he attended numerous training 
courses to acquire knowledge in QlikSense, Data 
Modelling, GeoAnalytics and NPrinting. He also 
conducted his own research by speaking with 
vendors to learn more about the technology 
landscape, algorithms and applications of video 
analytics (VA). This enabled him to provide technical 
advice to other departments. His enthusiasm also 
spurred him to learn Excel Macros and Python 
programming – areas which were considered 
challenging for many of his peers. 

Kin Yong also played an active role in helping 
to shape the lifelong learning culture in PUB, 
Singapore’s National Water Agency, by circulating 
information on video analytics algorithms, 
applications and the technology landscape across 
the organisation. He is widely respected and seen as 
a dependable and reliable colleague.

Over his 60-year career, Mr Singh weathered the 
winds of change and transitioned gracefully from a 
Nurse Manager, who was at the frontline of the SARS 
epidemic in 2003, to being an effective Administrator 
since 2006 to support the nursing profession and 
branding of Tan Tock Seng Hospital (TTSH) Nursing.

Mr Singh exhibited willingness to learn when he 
approached younger colleagues to upgrade his 
Information Technology skills. In 2015, Mr Singh 
was conferred Emeritus Fellow, the hospital’s 
highest hospital honour to outstanding staff. He 
was also invited to speak to nursing students at 
Nanyang Polytechnic (NYP) and National University 
of Singapore (NUS). He is well respected, not only 
for his wisdom but also for his unrelenting energy 
and passion in wanting to serve and guide the next 
generation of nurses.

Mr Singh is truly an inspiring mentor who resolved to 
further develop himself despite his vast knowledge 
in clinical domains of thoracic, orthopaedic and 
emergency nursing. These qualities made him an 
astute leader who could manage and develop his 
people.



EXEMPLARY SKILLSFUTURE 
@ PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD
WONG KIA FU
Urban Redevelopment Authority

As a passionate Civil Engineer, Kia Fu believed 
in passing on new skills and knowledge so that 
others could do better. He taught his colleagues 
the application of technology to digitise and turn 
the 2-D drawings of the Common Services Tunnel 
(CST) into the 3-D Building Information Model (BIM) 
format which would allow the tunnel’s assets to be 
linked digitally with the Facility Management System, 
thereby enhancing operational and maintenance 
efficiencies. 

Kia Fu also continually sought to expand and 
deepen his repertoire of skills. Trained in Civil 
and Geotechnical Engineering, he picked up 
Data Analytics, Drone Surveys, Photogrammetry, 
Geomatics and 3D Data Acquisition. In the Urban 
Redevelopment Authority, Kia Fu was a key figure 
in championing the use of novel technologies 
such as Laser Scanning, Photogrammetry and 3D 
Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) to 
improve systems and processes.

He believes that it is important to continue being 
curious and encourages everyone to pilot small 
initiatives that could progressively be scaled up. 



EXEMPLARY 
INNOVATOR AWARD



EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR 
AWARD
TERENZE ONG
Health Sciences Authority

EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR 
AWARD

DR GOH CHEE KEONG
Republic Polytechnic

The DNA Profiling Laboratory at the Health Sciences 
Authority generated about 30,000 DNA profiles 
annually. Manual interpretation of each profile could 
take up to 30 minutes and was at risk of calculation 
and transcriptional errors.

Terenze automated this interpretation process 
via a Microsoft Excel-Visual Basic program titled 
‘DNACall’. DNACall could interpret a profile within 
seconds and eliminated the risk of human errors. 
While automating DNA profile interpretation was not 
a new concept, commercial software programmes 
were costly. Terenze’s cost-free solution saved the 
laboratory about $1 million. 

A key challenge Terenze encountered was the 
incessant requests from his peers for different 
‘good-to-haves’ in DNACall. As it was not possible to 
accommodate all requests, Terenze gained the buy-
in of his peers to accept an effective and functional 
version, despite lacking every possible bell and 
whistle.

Terenze demonstrated two important attributes 
in developing such innovative solutions – the 
willingness to learn and the courage to challenge the 
norm. Terenze’s immense contribution motivated his 
peers to seek new challenges and push boundaries.

Having contributed to various innovative solutions 
in Republic Polytechnic (RP) over the years, Dr Goh 
was recognised for his zeal in driving environmental 
sustainability, digitalisation and automation efforts 
in the polytechnic. Being an outstanding and 
innovative researcher who spearheaded Research 
& Development (R&D) efforts, Dr Goh worked with 
various industry partners, public agencies and 
universities to achieve a circular economy for solid 
waste management in Singapore. 

Dr Goh was instrumental in developing novel and 
environmentally safe chemical agents that could 
treat toxic incineration ash and transform them into 
construction materials in a cost-effective manner. 
The project not only helped to divert incineration ash 
from the Semakau Landfill, but also helped to create 
revenue from waste.

Being a lecturer in RP’s School of Applied Science, 
Dr Goh was also passionate about educating and 
inspiring youth to apply scientific knowledge towards 
sustainability. He constantly pushed the boundaries 
of innovation with idea creations, problem-solving 
and product innovation through education and R&D 
efforts.



EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR 
AWARD
DR DANIEL CHIA HOCK THYE
National Healthcare Group (Yishun) 

EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR 
AWARD

LIM SENG HIN
The Singapore ArmyDr Chia was a respected thought-leader whose 

expertise in design and technology helped improve 
patients’ health, engagement and financial outcomes.

His ideas went beyond addressing the healthcare 
concerns of today to anticipating the needs of 
tomorrow’s ageing population. Some of his ideas 
included:

• EPush, a motorised bed manoeuvring system 
designed to encourage continuous employment 
of older workers in healthcare;

• Novel Telemedicine Oximetry System that created 
an alternate care pathway for patient engagement; 
and

• Facial Recognition @ Wellness Kampung for 
effective data collection to better understand the 
behaviour of residents participating in a community 
programme aimed at social engagement and 
activity.

His projects created significant impact. For example, 
the EPush system enabled local hospitals to use 
existing equipment instead of purchasing new ones, 
and saved 2,263 man-hours annually.

Dr Chia’s motto “dare to think differently”, inspired 
colleagues in Yishun Health (YH) to initiate innovative 
healthcare transformation projects, and collaborate 
with him on projects to meet ever-changing patients’ 
needs. Under his mentorship, YH Med-Tech projects 
transformed lives through digitisation, innovation 
and the scaling up of promising ideas.

Seng Hin was a firm believer of “doing better with 
less” to resolve people’s pain-points at work, and to 
open up and explore new possibilities. 

One example was when he utilised Augmented 
Reality (AR) to conduct spatial learning for trainees 
on maintaining vehicles. With his in-house 
developed mobile application, trainees could learn 
and inspect a 3D model of the vehicle remotely, 
alongside a series of interactions and engaging 
content. This not only freed up resources, but 
also allowed training to be conducted safely yet 
realistically, enhancing operational readiness. This 
initiative brought about cost savings of more than 
$30,000 annually.

His experience in using technology as a key enabler 
to achieve more with less resources also shaped a 
suite of scalable and sustainable training facilities 
in the Singapore Armed Forces. Beyond providing 
tangible solutions, he created and promulgated a 
learning culture by generously sharing his beliefs 
and practical knowledge, which connected well with 
today’s generation of tech-savvy soldiers.



EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR AWARD
EBAIL

The traditional practice for a bail extension required the bailee and his surety 
to physically report to the Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB). Having 
received feedback that this arrangement disrupted daily routines and was too 
time-consuming, the team decided to transform this manual procedure through 
service redesign and digitalisation. 

The team challenged longstanding orthodoxies and came up with an electronic-
bail system (eBail) that obviated physical reporting – an unprecedented move 
within Singapore’s law enforcement fraternity. Faced with doubts at this new and 
untried system, the team persevered and addressed all legal and cybersecurity 
concerns. The team benefited from the support and advice of the AGC.

This system also assured sustainability and far-reaching impact. Where a physical 
bail extension could take up to 20 minutes of a bail officer’s time and one hour for 
the surety, the eBail reduced that time to five minutes for the bail officer and 10 
minutes for the surety. The team forecasted annual savings of 750 man-hours for 
the bail officers and 2,500 hours for the sureties. 

The project was also timely, minimising disruption in bail processing during 
Singapore’s Covid-19 circuit-breaker period.

Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau



EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR AWARD
TRADETRUST

The majority of trade frictions for cross-border trade were due to paper-based 
processes, complex dealings across different parties and the use of fragmented 
systems across these parties. The cost of paper documentation could be as high 
as 20% of cost of shipment. Despite these inefficiencies, cross-border trade still 
resisted digitalisation mostly due to the lack of legal recognition for electronic 
negotiable trade documents (e.g. bills of lading). 

To address these inefficiencies, the Infocomm Media Development Authority 
spearheaded the development of TradeTrust, a framework comprising a set 
of globally accepted standards and frameworks to facilitate the trusted inter-
operability of digital documents used in international trade and logistics. The 
Electronic Transactions Act is also currently being reviewed to provide legal 
recognition to electronic documents such as bills of lading. 

TradeTrust is a global endeavour involving public and private sector partners 
locally and overseas, and also international organisations to connect to their 
network of global users. This ground-breaking initiative aims to accelerate the 
digitalisation of global trade and put Singapore at the forefront of innovation.

Infocomm Media Development Authority



The Singapore Maritime Data Hub (SG-MDH) team made a bold paradigm shift 
in the sharing of Government data, going beyond catalysing co-development 
of innovative maritime applications to enabling global digital connectivity and 
collaboration in the maritime industry.

Since April 2019, SG-MDH supported more than 50 million Application 
Programming Interface (API) calls from 81 organisations with 5 million data points 
shared, enabling many innovative applications for the industry.

The SG-MDH is a unique platform developed by a port authority and was 
designed to support Singapore’s global hub status. Under the Maritime and Port 
Authority of Singapore’s (MPA) digitalOCEANSTM (Open or Common Exchange 
And Network Standardisation) initiative, SG-MDH would serve as a key node to 
support cross-border digital and data connectivity with other port authorities, 
terminal operators, shipping companies, maritime trade and supply chain 
platforms, and other businesses, by helping to optimise global port calls and 
deliver key digital services throughout the maritime transport chain. 

SG-MDH extended MPA’s connectivity with the world beyond its physical 
connectivity and secured Singapore’s leading position as an International 
Maritime Centre. It demonstrated Singapore’s thought leadership in Maritime 
Digitalisation.

EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR AWARD
SINGAPORE MARITIME DATA HUB

Maritime and Port Authority



The Singapore Police Force (SPF) Anti-Scam Centre (ASC) was set up in 2019 
to tackle scams. The key focus of ASC was to disrupt scammers’ operations 
and mitigate victims’ monetary losses. Through its multi-pronged approach of 
Information-Processing, Intervention, Investigation, Initiatives, Inculcation and 
International Cooperation, more than 30 external stakeholders comprising banks, 
fintech companies, telecommunication companies and online marketplaces 
joined the ASC in the fight against scams.

ASC sought to continually adopt new technologies and reinvent processes to 
keep up with evolving scam trends. Learning from overseas law enforcement 
agencies enabled the team to stay abreast of best practices.

The value created by the ASC was wide-ranging and extended to external 
stakeholders. This enabled the forging of strong ties and trust with them. With 
these strong partnerships, there were many collaborations that helped minimise 
victims’ financial losses and improved stakeholders’ productivity gains and 
operational efficiency.

Within the first year of its setup, the ASC recovered more than $21.2 million. This 
was estimated to about 40.8% of the total amount scammed based on reports 
that the ASC received.

EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR AWARD
ANTI-SCAM CENTRE

Singapore Police Force



The Fuel Cell Team of Temasek Polytechnic (TP) developed and patented the 
world’s smallest and lightest fuel cell technologies to replace many battery-
operated systems. This technological innovation, with more than 12 patents 
globally, gave life to new markets with more environmentally friendly products.

Overcoming challenges in design, material selection, and manufacturing 
processes, the team collaborated with local and overseas partners to develop 
new types of fuel cell. 

Due to the cross-disciplinary nature of fuel cell projects, the team attracted many 
reputable companies such as Oneberry Technologies and Grab to develop new 
products for these companies. For example, they developed a fast and safe 
charger for GrabWheels’ next generation Personal Mobile eVehicle.

Leveraging the multi-disciplinary team to provide guidance to students from TP, 
the students represented Singapore in the Shell Eco-Marathon Asia 2018 and 
2019 competitions to design and build a fuel cell car from scratch. The students 
won the top position in the competitions.   

EXEMPLARY INNOVATOR AWARD
TP FUEL CELL TEAM

Temasek Polytechnic



DARE TO DO
AWARD



For exhibits seized by the Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB) during 
investigations, the workflow for managing them had not changed for decades. 
Tze Wei challenged this status quo by exploring the relatively new technology of 
blockchain to renew, redesign and replace the current workflow to make it more 
efficient and seamless. The adoption of blockchain technology transformed the 
entire process while maintaining data immutability, which was critical for the law 
enforcement sector.

In 2017, blockchain technology was still relatively new hence its application was 
still uncommon and limited. Undaunted by this unknown entity, Tze Wei dared to 
take on this challenge by upskilling through research and building his technical 
capability.

After experimenting with different variations and encountering countless system 
design failures with a high margin of error, Tze Wei finally found the right formula 
that met the needs of the law enforcement sector. 

Tze Wei’s tenacity and resoluteness were key in the development of the perfect 
application that replaced old work processes. An advocate for partnership, Tze 
Wei collaborated closely with Nanyang Polytechnic students to fashion and create 
the application. 

DARE TO DO AWARD
CHNG TZE WEI
Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau



Previously, aviation technical orders mandated that to change the F-15SG’s wing 
position lights, the entire lighting assembly had to be changed instead of just the 
faulty node. This meant a longer downtime for the F-15SG. 

As there was no precedence, the onus was on the team at the Republic of 
Singapore Air Force (RSAF) to prove their case to replace the defective wing 
position light module directly and reduce the F-15SG’s downtime. They 
researched extensively, spoke with technical experts including Boeing’s 
representatives in the United States of America, and worked with various 
stakeholders to ensure end-to-end alignment of their solution.

Through hard work and strong collaboration, the team’s adjustment to the 
procedure had improved not only the RSAF’s operational effectiveness but also 
all global F-15 users. Their idea was adopted by Boeing and made its way into the 
World Wide F-15 Aircraft Operators’ Technical Manual.

Despite the inherent difficulty in changing aviation maintenance processes and 
criticisms of taking on unnecessary work and risk, the team overcame these 
challenges to find a better way of doing things.

DARE TO DO AWARD
SHORTENING F15SG DOWNTIME FOR 
WING POSITION LIGHT DEFECTS
Republic of Singapore Air Force



In an effort to improve the care of elderly patients with dementia, Changi 
General Hospital (CGH) leveraged a person-centred care model to manage their 
behavioural symptoms. By adopting a restraint-free model where patients with 
dementia were free to walk around in the ward, behavioural symptoms such as 
aggression, agitation, restlessness, and resisting care were minimised.

While the care team recognised the steep learning curve in using non-
pharmacological means to manage patients’ behavioural symptoms, they were 
resolute in their commitment to improve patient care. It involved a change in 
care practices and shift in mind-set, as well as regular discussion and sharing of 
patients’ condition which elevated their learnings. 

The care team also had to spend more time to engage patients to understand 
their preferences and daily routines, so that each patient’s care plan could 
be customised to align with their cognitive functions, as well as medical and 
emotional needs. Over time, patient outcomes for the dementia ward improved 
while maintaining their record of zero falls since the implementation of this 
approach.

DARE TO DO AWARD
PERSON-CENTRED CARE MODEL IN CGH 
DEMENTIA WARD WITH RESTRAINT-FREE 
POLICY
SingHealth (Changi General Hospital)



Locally, there was no study on epigenetics in children who had experienced 
serious adversity whereas internationally, this was a topic of great interest. 
Notwithstanding the sensitivity and challenges, the Centre for Research on 
Rehabilitation and Protection (CRRP) in the Ministry of Social and Family 
Development recognised this gap and dared to embark on epigenetic 
investigations in a longitudinal study.

A first in Singapore (and only one of three in the world with a high-risk sample), 
this study examined epigenetics and environmental influences in a high-risk 
sample. As epigenetics is evidently a highly sensitive topic, this endeavour was 
initially met with reluctance. Nonetheless, CRRP believed in advancing science 
to develop better solutions to improve clients’ outcomes despite navigating 
unchartered waters.

Considering that there was a lack of biomedical expertise in the Ministry of Social 
and Family Development (MSF) family, collaboration with other partners was key. 
CRRP worked out a research collaboration agreement with A*STAR’s Singapore 
Institute of Clinical Sciences, which set a new precedence for the MSF family to 
work with research agencies as partners, allowing co-creation and delivery of 
cutting-edge research insights.

DARE TO DO AWARD
CENTRE FOR RESEARCH ON 
REHABILITATION AND PROTECTION
Ministry of Social and Family Development



DARE TO DO AWARD
APPLICATION OF PRE-FORMED 
MONOCHLORAMINE AT KRANJINE WATER 
FACTORY
Public Utilities Board, Singapore’s National Water Agency

Monochloramine is an important disinfectant commonly used in water treatment. 
The presence of monochloramine in the NEWater treatment process controlled 
membrane bio-fouling, preventing the membrane pores from getting clogged 
easily. This helped to prolong the lifespan of membranes, improve overall 
efficiency and operating performance in NEWater treatment plants. 

The conventional method of forming monochloramine involved dosing sodium 
hypochlorite to react with ammonia present in the feed water. This conventional 
method was not feasible at Kranji NEWater Factory (KNF) due to low levels of 
ammonia present. Thus, the team built and commissioned a system that pre-
formed monochloramine. This system is the first of its kind in PUB, Singapore’s 
National Water Agency. 

The team studied academic literature, communicated with subject matter experts 
locally and abroad, and conducted many rounds of testing over two years before 
successfully commissioning and optimising this new system. The implementation 
of this system has greatly reduced the cleaning frequency for the Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) membranes. This resulted in annual net savings of approximately 
$500,000 from the decrease in energy consumption and chemical costs, coupled 
with the prolonged lifespan of the RO membranes. 



Supporting differently-abled persons to be ‘Active in the Community, Valued 
in Society’ had always been a core vision for the Ministry of Education (MOE). 
The Ministry provides purposeful and appropriate opportunities for integration 
and interaction between students in Special Education (SPED) and mainstream 
schools. 

One such opportunity was a collaboration with Outward Bound Singapore (OBS) 
to pilot a 5D4N Inclusive Sailing programme, which aimed to harness social 
integration and strengthen holistic development of students through outdoor 
education. 

As it was unprecedented, there was uncertainty about the feasibility of the project. 
Sailing is a physically and mentally demanding sport; hence there was doubt if 
SPED and mainstream students could interact meaningfully over a sustained time. 
The team persevered and worked closely with OBS to customise the programme, 
focused on the programme intent as well as its benefits for students.

When students shared how they learnt to look beyond each other’s idiosyncrasies 
and disabilities, the team knew that they have seeded in the students towards 
creating a more inclusive Singapore.

DARE TO DO AWARD
INCLUSIVE SAILING

Ministry of Education (in collaboration with Outward Bound Singapore)



Observing that the state of traffic flows on the roads and that the traffic control 
system in Singapore could be improved, the team at A*STAR I2R decided to 
propose a next generation traffic control system to the Land Transport Authority 
(LTA). However, the team faced a big challenge as they had little experience in 
traffic engineering. 

Through much convincing and perseverance, the team, together with LTA, 
defined the clear set of requirements, use cases and algorithms to address 
various challenges facing different types of road users, and developed the 
Cooperative and Unified Smart Traffic System (CRUISE). The team successfully 
translated this research concept to a real-time dataset collection trial on selected 
roads of Singapore, demonstrating the use of intelligent algorithms in the 
simulation of efficient road usage for diverse group of road users. 

CRUISE aimed to create improvements in traffic performance for commuters such 
as reduced travel time, faster public bus journeys and better fuel savings.

DARE TO DO AWARD
COOPERATIVE AND UNIFIED

SMART TRAFFIC SYSTEM (CRUISE) 
A*STAR Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R) 



EXEMPLARY SERVICE 
EXCELLENCE AWARD



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
TAN KAY CHYE WILSON
Northland Primary School

EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

MASAGOES MUHAMMAD 
ISYAK BIN MOHAMAD AMIN

Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura
Wilson demonstrated great passion as he cared 
deeply about encouraging his students to live 
healthily and to participate actively in their co-
curriculum activities (CCAs). He did so through 
innovative projects that transformed the CCA 
programmes and activities in Northland Primary 
School.

With a collaborative mindset, Wilson worked with 
public agencies such as Sport Singapore and Health 
Promotion Board to introduce new initiatives that 
encouraged students and teachers to adopt an 
active lifestyle. An example was the Health Champs, 
which was a series of health talks and activities 
conducted for staff, and the Northland Primary 
School’s (NPS) Sports for All Fiesta. 

His other innovative projects included refining 
the CCA policy to improve communications and 
processes, and implementing CCA facilitation tools 
to personalise learning through reflections and 
discussions. He also created the school-wide ‘CCA 
Student Journal’ for students to pen down and 
internalise core values in character development 
through their CCAs.

Wilson also introduced the '4 Es' that guided the 
school’s strategic approach to CCAs. The ‘4 Es’ are: 
Engagement, Expressions, Exposure, and Excellence.

Isyak constantly innovated by harnessing the 
potential of data and technology to create value 
for the Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura (MUIS), also 
known as the Islamic Religious Council of Singapore, 
and improve its delivery of services. His drive for 
service excellence was exemplified through the 
projects he was involved in.

One of these projects was the The MuslimSG 
App. The all-in-one mobile App provided users 
with information and services such as the location 
of the nearest mosque or halal-certified eating 
establishment based on their current location. This 
App had more than 10,000 downloads and was 
ranked first on the Apple App Store, Education 
Category. 

Other than improving services rendered to 
citizens, Isyak continued to leverage technology 
to improve backend work for his team and MUIS. 
He was involved in the redevelopment of the 
cashless payment system for Zakat to automate 
the receipting process as well as to make it easy for 
Muslims to contribute their Zakat. Additionally, he 
is actively involved in the redesign of the Haj and 
Halal business processes where he worked with the 
various departments to redesign and digitalise their 
system to create a robust process workflow.



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
DR HUANG JINGFENG
Republic Polytechnic

EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

SAMSINAH BINTE SARPAN
East Spring Secondary School

Jingfeng consistently demonstrated excellent service 
and went the extra mile for his students. This was 
done out of a strong sense of duty and commitment 
to others.

Jingfeng demonstrated genuine care for his 
students beyond their academic achievements. One 
example was when he willingly spent time outside 
of curriculum hours to understand the student’s 
needs. He ensured that students could get the help 
they needed so that they could continue to focus on 
their studies and build a strong foundation for further 
education and employment. His cheerful and sincere 
demeanour helped him reach out to his students 
effectively. 
 
Jingfeng’s passion for teaching could be seen in his 
innovative pedagogies, as well as his collaborative 
efforts with external partners to implement 
programmes for the students. He initiated Final 
Year Projects and a school-level competition in 
collaboration with Marsiling-Yew Tee Town Council 
to connect Republic Polytechnic’s students with the 
neighbourhood. The projects involved students 
solving issues faced by the residents such as noise, 
heated piped water and fallen leaves.

Samsinah went the extra mile to demonstrate service 
excellence and initiative by coordinating logistics for 
school events and meetings efficiently. 

She responded positively to changing circumstances, 
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
When the school implemented safe distancing as 
students queued up to buy food in the canteen and 
consumed their food in fixed seating arrangement in 
the hall during recess, she took on daily recess duty, 
helping to supervise students and reminding them 
to do the Wipe Down Routine. She also stepped 
forward to do After-School Walkabout around the 
neighbourhood to ensure that students observed 
safe distancing measures and went home instead of 
gathering in big groups.

Samsinah was an excellent example of how 
little actions can go a long way in caring for the 
students and the people around her. Every year-
end, Samsinah and her team would clean up the 
classrooms and clear the lockers. She would safe-
keep leftover books until the school re-opened, to 
give the books to needy students.



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
YE PEISHAN
Agency for Integrated Care

EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

WONG KHONG TOON DAVID
New Town Primary School

As a compassionate individual who exemplified 
citizen centricity, Peishan provided seamless care 
coordination tailored for clients and their caregivers. 
She was instrumental in the development of cross-
agency workflows that facilitated support for those 
with complex needs.  

This stood out in her encounter with an individual 
who displayed symptoms of depression with suicidal 
tendencies. Peishan went the extra mile to reach out 
and found out that the individual was concerned 
about insufficient medication. Due to her sharp 
observation skills and willingness to go beyond 
her duties, she managed to assist the individual 
accordingly. 

Putting the citizens at the centre, Peishan 
collaborated with different agencies to provide care 
to citizens. In one case, Peishan took charge and 
coordinated family conferences and multi-agency 
meetings with healthcare providers and community 
stakeholders to advocate for a client’s well-being and 
co-created solutions to support the client who had 
complex mental health and social needs.

David’s philosophy to “do it with passion, tempered 
with compassion” was demonstrated in his service to 
the people around him.

Going beyond his work scope, David looked out 
for students from disadvantaged families. He has 
assisted a number of students to apply for financial 
assistance schemes and helped them to overcome 
administrative and policy restrictions so that they 
can continue with their studies despite their families’ 
financial circumstances. 

David also continuously sought improvement in 
procedures to deliver better services to parents and 
staff. In line with the national directives to embrace 
digitalisation, he set up laptop stations during 
Primary One registration exercises to encourage 
parents to complete their applications online. He 
encouraged his team to leverage an electronic 
appointment system to optimise productivity 
and at the same time enhance service delivery to 
stakeholders. Some projects included the use of QR 
codes as part of the attendance system.



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
KIRAN KUSHUM KUMARI DEVI
Singapore Police Force

EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

MOHAMED FIRDAUS BIN 
MOHAMED AKBAR

Singapore High Commission in Kuala Lumpur, 
Ministry of Foreign AffairsAdopting a collaborative and empathetic mindset, 

Kiran worked closely with different agencies such as 
the Institute of Mental Health (IMH), Ministry of Social 
and Family Development, Family Service Centres, 
and schools to help the community. Kiran spent a lot 
of time organising talks for officers to enhance their 
mental resilience and ability to deal with crises.

Leading the para counselling team in Clementi Police 
Division, she was attentive to persons with mental 
health issues and was quick to respond to cases 
within the community. This was demonstrated when 
she had to resolve a neighbourhood dispute that 
was recurrent in nature. She was able to identify the 
root cause of the dispute and brought the affected 
person to the IMH for treatment.

Going beyond her duty as a Police officer, she took 
the lead to encourage the community to embrace 
technology and e-services so that they could access 
government services in the comfort of their homes. 
Kiran built trust with the community by actively 
addressing all feedback and concerns raised to the 
Jurong East Neighbourhood Police Centre in a timely 
manner.

Firdaus went beyond the call of duty to help 
distressed Singaporeans in Malaysia while displaying 
compassion and empathy.

An example was when he provided assistance and 
support to help bring a destitute elderly Singaporean 
back home. As the man was physically challenged 
and mentally unsound, Firdaus had to work 
expeditiously with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MFA) headquarters and local welfare agencies. 
While the repatriation arrangements were being 
finalised, Firdaus constantly checked in on him, and 
even helped him change his diapers. 

Firdaus’ dedication and commitment garnered 
praise from Singaporeans who benefited from 
his assistance and support while on foreign soil. 
He would go the extra mile to follow up with 
Singaporeans who requested help even after his 
office hours, in the middle of the night. 

Firdaus demonstrated that excellent service need 
not require big or complicated actions, but simple 
actions that could be done by anyone.



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
ABDUL AZIZ BIN
ABDUL RAHMAN
Public Utilities Board, 
Singapore’s National Water Agency

EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

BERNARD LOH HSIEN LOONG
Singapore Land Authority

Aziz was a dedicated officer who went the extra 
mile to serve the needs of the public with utmost 
professionalism. He handled cases with experience, 
empathy and was always looking for innovative ways 
to resolve customers’ issues. 

One example was the case of a damaged drain 
beside a private property. Aziz coordinated with 
PUB, Singapore’s National Water Agency’s contractor 
to ensure that the works were carried out swiftly 
and efficiently. He was polite and friendly when the 
feedback provider visited the worksite. After the 
repair works were complete, Aziz continued to check 
in with the feedback provider to ensure that there 
were no further issues. 

In another case, another private house experienced 
flooding and Aziz was able to identify the root cause 
of the flooding within the premises quickly. He 
carried out several preventive measures outside the 
house and the issue did not recur when it rained the 
next time. The feedback provider was grateful for 
Aziz’s efforts and was confident that his house would 
not be flooded again.

Bernard’s consistent service excellence garnered 
many compliments from different stakeholders. 
He always went the extra mile to help rejected 
applicants with access to State property, even when it 
might be beyond his scope of work.

In one example, Bernard had to reject a design 
student’s request to enter the Tanjong Pagar Railway 
Station (TRPS) due to on-going works. Instead, he 
helped gather images and materials regarding TPRS, 
which helped the student complete his final-year 
design project.

Bernard’s strength was his ability to empathise with 
others to provide better services. He realised that 
event companies typically planned for and sourced 
event venues six months ahead. However, as the 
availability of State properties was only updated 
annually, companies had a shorter time frame to 
plan. He took the initiative to update the list of State 
properties on a bi-annual basis. This small change 
led to an increase in event revenue and a better 
experience for businesses.



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
DR SOONG POH LUON
SingHealth (National Dental Centre Singapore)

EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD

HONG HUIYU JESSIE
Housing and Development Board

Dr Soong is a thinker and a doer with deep 
empathy for patients. He ensures that his patients 
receive optimal and timely clinical care and service, 
uncompromised by logistical issues.
 
On occasions where patients had to spend some 
time travelling between the National Dental Centre 
Singapore (NDCS) and the Singapore General 
Hospital’s (SGH) pharmacy, he would help them 
collect their medication from the pharmacy when 
it got too close to the closing time. This helped 
patients avoid another trip back to the hospital or to 
a private pharmacy to fulfil their prescription.
 
Dr Soong also proactively and consistently looks 
for ways to improve systems and processes that 
could enhance patients’ experience. For example, 
he worked with the Anaesthesia Department to 
develop guidelines for screening patients with 
known asthmatic history using the Asthma Control 
Test questionnaire, to minimise the risk of ad-
hoc cancellation by anaesthetists. The numbers of 
such same day ambulatory surgery cancellations 
dropped to a minimum, which meant less patient 
inconvenience, and optimised resource utilisation.

Jessie would go beyond the call of duty to ensure 
that citizens could get the assistance they needed. 
She always addressed customers’ requests 
holistically and considered the implications of her 
decisions on the customers’ desired outcomes.

Looking beyond just the transaction, Jessie took 
the effort to listen, empathise and support her 
customers. This was demonstrated when a citizen’s 
application for a higher housing loan was rejected. 
Understanding their financial situation and the 
circumstances they were in, she helped to source for 
alternative options, proactively monitored the case, 
and expedited their housing grant processing and 
application. Her seemingly small actions created a 
huge impact for the citizen who could finally enjoy 
their home, despite the initial challenges. 

Beyond helping her customers, Jessie also spent 
time and effort to help her colleagues whenever they 
faced problems at work. She was also involved in a 
workgroup to improve work processes and citizens’ 
interaction with the Housing & Development Board’s 
touchpoints.



EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EXCELLENCE AWARD
TAN JIAN QI JENKS
Singapore Civil Defence Force

Jian Qi went the extra mile to respond and help 
people around him. As a registered member of 
myResponder, Jian Qi responded immediately when 
an emergency was reported involving an old lady 
who was not responsive. He was able to support the 
family and ensure constant communication with the 
old lady until the ambulance arrived. 

Jian Qi demonstrated a commitment to continued 
service excellence through various initiatives 
that automated and streamlined processes. He 
developed a system that generated draft training 
programmes based on training schedules, training 
syllabus and other data. This initiative reduced the 
man-hours required to draft training programmes 
by 80% and reduced human errors. This system also 
served as a proof-of-concept for automation of other 
in-camp training by Operationally Ready NSMen for 
future training management systems. 

Jian Qi also encouraged innovation amongst his 
peers. He organised a micro-controller workshop 
with Singapore Science Centre for a group of 
National Service Training Institute staff, so that they 
could understand how to better prototype and 
implement automation and smart facility devices.




